In Australia’s Northern Territory, you hear a lot about magic. Peppered within a ranger’s rundown of Kakadu National Park’s natural history might be mention of mimi, mischievous roaming spirits. During a boat ride through Katherine Gorge, in between croc sightings, one might...
come across the whirlpool said to contain the Rainbow Serpent, the Aboriginal creation ancestor. With a land area six times the size of the United Kingdom, the Northern Territory, known colloquially as the Top End or the NT, is barely populated. Only around 240,000 souls occupy Australia’s third largest federal division. Squeezed in the middle, upper part of the country, it is geographically isolated too, closer to southeast Asia than the country’s capital, Canberra. Australian literature: Australian literature, the body of literatures, both oral and written, produced in Australia. Perhaps more so than in other countries, the literature of Australia characteristically expresses collective values. Even when the literature deals with the experiences of an individual, those experiences. What are you looking for? Search. Click here to search. Browse popular topics

The Northern Territory boasts the real deal of the Australian Outback - vast, open plains dusted with a deep orange-red colour, small colonies of unique desert plants and wildlife roaming the lands. With the best sights of the Northern Territory spread out over 1.421 million square kilometres, it’s the perfect place to set off on a road trip, riding down the freeway with your windows wound down. Just so you don’t waste precious daylight hours deciding what to do, here are the best things you can find in the Northern Territory. If you take a moment to look up into the starry night sky, you’ll be awed by how clear the stars and constellations are. So, sit back and allow the resident star-expert to locate the different stars for you. The adventure of a lifetime in the Northern Territory of Australia.